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1 Introduction 

A popular solution to solve the problem of navigation in a complex scene, consists of 

subdividing the scene into convex regions (cells) forming what is commonly known as a 

Navigation Mesh (NavMesh). A Cell-and-Portal Graph (CPG) is then created where a node of the 

graph corresponds to a convex region of the NavMesh and a portal is an edge shared by two 

cells. Path-finding can then be solved using an algorithm such as A*.  

Although NavMeshes are widely used on complex applications such as videogames and 

virtual simulations, there are not many applications to automatically generate a NavMesh 

appropriate for path planning, so often either the user need to refine those semi-automatic 

NavMeshes, or create them by hand from scratch which is extremely time consuming and a 

source of errors.  

There is therefore a need for automatic methods to generate Cell-and-Portal Graphs for 

navigation, from any given 3D environment with minimum user input required. This thesis 

focuses on solving such a complex problem. The work presented in this master thesis gets as an 

input any 3D virtual environment represented by a polygon soup, and provides as an output the 

complete CPG.  

The main contribution of this thesis is a novel GPU based method to generate a NavMesh 

for a given 3D scene. Our method has two main steps: firstly it abstracts away the information of 

the 3D model that represents the scene (with its slopes, steps and other obstacles) to 

automatically convert it into a 2D representation based on several layers of a single simple 

polygon (floor) that can contain holes (obstacles). Secondly, it automatically generates a 

suboptimal convex decomposition of this 2D representation which represents the CPG. Our 

method is robust against degeneracies of the starting 3D model, such as interpenetrating 

geometry.  

In previous work [24], we presented a method to automatically generate near-optimal 

NavMeshes in the CPU from a 2D floor plan represented by a simple polygon with holes. The 

method, entitled ANavMG, calculates for every notch (concave vertex) of the scene, the closest 

element that lies on the area formed by the prolongation of the edges incident to the notch, and 

creates a portal between the notch and the closest element, which can be a vertex, an edge or a 

previously created portal. The main target of this algorithm is to create a near-optimal convex 

decomposition of the scene representing a CPG.  

In this master’s thesis we also improved the creation of CPG, with an efficient and robust 

GPU approach to speed up the step of searching for the closest element, based on performint 

renders of the scene for each notch with the camera parameters defined by characteristics of the 

notch. The new method not only has higher performance values which allow the user to have 

very large environments, but it is also more robust since it overcomes several problems that 

ANavMG presented. Unlike the work presented by [24] which created NavMeshes for 2D floor 

plans, this new method can also deal with complex 3D multi-layered environments.  
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Therefore, this master thesis completes and improves the work that I started during my 

final degree project, solving the complex problem of generating robust and accurate CPGs with 

as few cells as possible from any 3D virtual environment.  

 

1.1  Organization 

The rest of the document is organized as follows. In the next chapter we present the 
objectives of this master thesis. Chapter 3 contains the study of the state of the art in the field of 
navigation of autonomous characters in complex virtual environments. In chapter 4, we briefly 
describe the core algorithm of our system to generate a Navigation Mesh, and we introduce a 
new GPU based version of the same algorithm. Chapter 5 describes the automatic system that, 
given a 3D scene representing a single floor plan, is able to obtain the 2D polygonal information 
of the scene required by the NavMesh generation step, and Chapter 6 describes our approach to 
extend this idea to multi-layered environments. Chapter 7 briefly describes the implementation 
design of the application. The results obtained with our system are explained in chapter 8. 
Finally, in chapter 9 we can find our conclusions and future work.  
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2 Objectives 

Navigation of autonomous characters in complex virtual environments, avoiding collisions 
in a natural manner with static and dynamic obstacles, remains still an open problem and it is of 
main interest in areas involving both Computer Graphics and Artificial Intelligence, such as crowd 
simulation, videogames, movies or robotics. In some of these applications, often real-time 
response is required for large numbers of characters. Creating Navigation Meshes with as few 
cells as possible is important because it allows to speed up the path finding process. More 
importantly, having an automatic method to generate those Navigation Meshes from any given 
3D geometry can help developers to create new scenarios or modify existing ones without extra 
time consuming work. Therefore, the main purpose of this thesis has been the introduction of a 
new technique to solve the problem of navigation in complex virtual environments generating as 
few cells as possible.  

In order to achieve our goal, we first studied the previous work that has been done in the 
field on navigation of autonomous characters in complex virtual environments. Specifically, we 
have focused on the technique based in the use of Navigation Meshes that is a partition of the 
walkable space into convex regions.  
 In our previous work [24], we presented a method to automatically generate a 
Navigation Mesh for a complex environment in 2D, represented as a simple polygon (the 
walkable area) that contains holes (the static obstacles of the geometry). The main target was to 
generate a partition of the scene with as few cells as possible. In this thesis, we have firstly 
introduced a technique to automatically obtain the 2D floor plan of a 3D model, representing a 
single floor, secondly we developed a GPU version of the algorithm presented in [24], that 
greatly speeds-up the execution time of creating the convex decomposition, and thirdly we 
present a novel algorithm to extract the different layers forming a complex 3D environment.   
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3 State of the Art 

The determination and representation of the free space of a virtual environment is a 
central problem in the fields of robotics, videogames and crowd simulation. Two general 
approaches exist in order to represent the free space of a scene: roadmaps and cell 
decomposition. The main objective of both methods is to generate a graph that is used later for a 
search algorithm (usually the A*) to find a path free of obstacles between two points of the 
scene.  

 
3.1 Roadmaps 

The roadmap approach captures the connectivity of the free space by using a network of 
standardized paths (lines, curves). Different approaches can be used to compute a roadmap. The 
visibility graph connects vertices of the environment geometry if the segment joining the two 
points does not intersect with the geometry of the scene. In [1], a visibility graph representation 
is proposed for the particular problem of path-planning in a Real Time Computer Strategy Game. 
Typically on such applications, a virtual battle is modeled by simulating the behaviors of a large 
number of individual objects that move on a 2D terrain or attack other objects on the user’s 
orders. In addition, the user is only able to see a portion of the scene at a time, so the method 
proposed simulates in an accurate form only the agents that are visible from the point of view of 
the user. The behavior of the rest of the agents is determined with an approximated method, but 
much faster. This allows them to support a large number of agents at interactive rates.  The main 
problem of visibility graph representation is that it is only usable on very specific cases. In 
addition, the quality of the paths as well as the performance of the search algorithm is greatly 
related to the number and position of the vertices of the visibility graph: if we want to obtain 
smooth paths, we need to sparse a large number of vertices on the geometry scene, but the 
search algorithm time will increase and it can be problematic specially in applications that 
requires a real-time response; if we want to improve the performance of the graph search 
algorithm, the number of vertices spread must be low, but it produces an unnatural look on the 
movement of the characters, like if they were walking on rails.  

An alternative representation for roadmaps is to compute the generalized Voronoi 
Diagram [23]. An approximation of the generalized Vornoi Diagram can be computed using the 
graphics hardware [14]. The property of roadmaps generated by this way is to maximize the 
clearance with obstacles. In [32], a system entitled AERO is presented that uses a generalized 
Voronoi Diagram to compute a roadmap that defines the free space with respect to static 
geometry. In addition, the roadmap can be updated in real-time in order to avoid collisions with 
dynamic obstacles, such as other agents. The links between two points of the free space can be 
deformed in presence of a dynamic obstacle. Those links have a maximum elasticity and are 
broken (removed) when this value is exceeded, disconnecting both points. Figure 1 illustrates 
this situation. When a link is removed, it is placed in a list and reinserted when the straight line 
path between the two points is free of obstacles. The most important limitation of the system 
proposed is that the dynamics formulation to update the links can potentially result in an agent 
getting stuck in a local minimum of the geometry. In other words, they are not able to provide 
convergence guarantees on the existence of a collision-free path for each agent in all 
environments.  
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Figure 1: The obstacle O1 is moving towards link l2 (left) and it is deformed (center). When the 

elasticity of the link is exceeded, the link l2 is removed (right) 
 

3.2 Cell Decomposition (Navigation Meshes) 

The main limitation of the roadmap representation is that it only contains information 
about which locations of the scene are directly connected, but it does not describes the 
geometry of the scene nor where the obstacles are, and avoidance of dynamic obstacles is 
usually a hard task and not always possible, as exposed in [32]. The Cell Decomposition method 
consists on the partition of the navigable geometry of the scene into convex regions, 
guaranteeing that a character can move from two points on the same cell following a straight 
line, without getting stuck in local minima. This particular decomposition is usually known as 
Navigation Mesh (Navmesh) [31] and a Cell-and-Portal Graph (CPG) can be obtained to compute 
paths free of obstacles. The collisions against movable obstacles such as other agents, is solved 
by using a local movement algorithm [28] or by dynamically modifying the NavMesh. We can 
classify the Navigation Mesh methods into methods that partitions the scene using polygons of a 
fixed number of sides (usually triangles or quads) or methods that produces a partition into cells 
of an arbitrary number of sides.  

 
3.2.1 Fixed Cell Type NavMeshes 

Uniform grids have been proposed as a cell decomposition of the environment [2][19]. It 
is an easy and fast solution to obtain a convex decomposition, but the main problem of this 
technique is that a high-density CPG is generated, increasing the time of the search algorithm.  

Valve’s Game Engine has an automatic NavMesh generator method based on subdividing 
the virtual map by Axis-Aligned quads of arbitrary size [36]. This method gives only satisfactory 
results in very specific scenes with Axis-Aligned obstacles, such as some indoor scenes. But in 
most cases, with complex obstacles randomly distributed and oriented, the partition obtained is 
useless because it does not adapt well to the contour of the obstacles, as can be seen in figure 2. 
In addition, if the environment contains very steep stairs, ramps or hills, the generator system 
makes errors, resulting in a NavMesh that does not cover the entire map. So it is necessary to 
manually complete the NavMesh. 
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Figure 2: Axis-Aligned quads do not adapt well to the contour of general obstacles. 

  

Triangular Meshes are commonly used to represent a Navigation Mesh. In [18][15], a 
dynamic Constrained Delaunay Triangulation (CDT) is used to represent the walkable area of a 
scene. The resulting NavMesh adapts perfectly to the contour of the obstacles compared to old 
grid based methods. In addition, the resulting Cell-and-Portal Graph (CPG) obtained is much 
smaller, therefore reducing the time to compute the path between two given points in the 
scene. The method proposed in [18][15] can be divided in 3 main steps: Given a set of polygonal 
obstacles, a Constrained Delaunay Triangulation having as constraints the edges of the obstacles 
is constructed. During run-time obstacles are allowed to be inserted, removed or displaced and 
the CDT is able to dynamically take into account these changes. Once the CDT is computed, given 
a starting and a goal point, a graph search is performed over the adjacency graph of the 
triangulation defining the shortest channel connecting both points. A channel is the sequence of 
adjacent triangles from the starting point to the goal point. Obtained channels are equivalent to 
triangulated simple polygons, and thus the last step consists in computing the shortest path 
joining the starting and the goal points inside the channel. For this, the funnel algorithm 
[3][12][21] is applied. The main feature of the NavMesh proposed is the support for dynamic 
obstacles, but the results show that the performance of the application greatly depends on the 
complexity of the CDT, as well as on the complexity and number of constraints being moved. So 
in fact, interactive rates can only be obtained if the CDT and the constraints are simple enough 
and therefore, the method proposed seems not to fit with the requirements of complex 
applications such as videogames, with many movable obstacles and high frame-rate 
requirements.  

In [5] the CDT technique is compared against grid-based maps of real commercial 
videogames. The results show that the use of a CDT to represent the walkable space dramatically 
reduces the computation time to find a path between two points, compared to the grid 
representation of the same map.  In [17], more uses of triangular NavMeshes are explored, such 
as the automatic placement of agents in the free space and efficient computation of ray-obstacle 
queries. In a recent publication [25], a method for computing the CDT using the GPU has been 
presented. The implementation is done using the CUDA programming model [4] on NVIDIA GPUs 
and the results show that it runs several times faster than any CPU method. 

In [16], a new type of triangulation  called Local Clearance Triangulation (LCT) based on a 
CDT is presented. It allows computing paths free of obstacles with arbitrary clearance. Given a 
triangle of a channel, it will be traversed by crossing two edges. Let a, b, c be the vertices of this 
triangle and consider that the free path crosses the triangle by first crossing the edge ab and 
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then the edge bc. In this case, the shared vertex b is called traversal corner. This particular 

traversal is called abc. The traversal sector is defined as the circle sector between edges ab, bc 
and of radius min{dist(b, a), dist(b, c)} and the traversal clearance cl(a,b,c) is the distance from 
the traversal corner to the closest constrained edge inside the traversal sector. If such constraint 
does not exist, the traversal clearance is the radius of the traversal sector. Figure 3 (left) 
illustrates this situation.  

 

                          
Figure 3: The traversal sector and the traversal clearance of a triangle traversal abc (left); 

the vertex v is a disturbance of the traversal abc (right).  

 

Given the situation depicted on the figure 3 (right), a vertex v is a disturbance to traversal 

abc if v can be orthogonally projected on ac, v is not shared by two collinear constraints, dist(v, s) 

< cl(a,b,c) and dist(v,s) < dist(v,c). Given the definition of disturbance, a traversal abc has local 
clearance if it does not have disturbances. The Local Clearance Triangulation (LCT) is therefore, a 
CDT with all traversals having local clearance. The local clearance property of the LCT guarantees 
that simple local clearance test per triangle traversal is enough for determining if a path can 
traverse a given channel without any intersection with constraints. In the case of the CDT, the 
local clearance test is not enough to guarantee that the path has enough clearance. 

The proposed procedure for achieving a LCT is based on iterative refinements of 
disturbed traversals. The algorithm starts with the computation of the CDT of the initial set of 
constraints. If all traversals are free of disturbances, we have obtained the LCT and the process 
ends. On the other hand, if there are traversals with disturbances, those must be refined. That is, 
the constraint of the disturbance is refined with one subdivision point in the constraint, as can be 
seen in figure 4. Every time a constraint is refined, it is replaced by two new sub-segments. After 
all disturbed traversals have been processed, a new set of constraints and a new triangulation is 
obtained. However, this triangulation is not guaranteed to be free of disturbances and the 
process has to be repeated until a triangulation free of disturbances is obtained.  
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Figure 4: The point of refinement Pref is computed as the midpoint of the intersection points with 

the constrained edge s and the circle(u,v,c) (left); once Pref has been computed, all the vertices are 
joined to this new point (right).  

 
Once the LCT has been computed, a graph search is performed to find the channel joining 

the starting and the goal point. Triangle traversals are only accepted if the local clearance test is 
satisfied, guarantying that the resulting channel will have enough clearance. Then, the problem is 
reduced to find the path inside a channel and an extended version of the funnel algorithm to 
take into account clearance is presented. The result is a set of straight segments and arcs that 
defines a path free of obstacles, with enough clearance.  

The main problem of the representation proposed is that the refinement process to 
obtain the LCT from the initial CDT, introduces new segments into the triangulation and hence, 
the resulting number of cells is increased with respect to the original CDT, dealing to an over-
segmented partition. Moreover, it is not demonstrated that the iterative process used to 
compute the LCT from the CDT always converges. In addition, the support for dynamic obstacles 
seems not to be possible as described in the dynamic CDT (at least in real-time), because the 
insertion and movement of constraints may introduce disturbances in triangle traversals that 
must be refined to obtain the corresponding LCT.  

Topoplan [20] is an application that automatically generates a Cell-and-Portal Graph 
given a virtual environment defined as a mesh of triangles. Firstly, they apply a simplification 
step consisting in representing the mesh with 3D planar polygons instead of triangles. Those 
polygons are computed by partitioning the set of mesh triangles into sets of coplanar and 
connected triangles. Then, an exact 3D prismatic spatial subdivision of the 3D model is 
computed. The aim of this step is to organize a set of 3D polygons in order to capture ground 
connectivity and identify floor and ceiling constraints. It represents the environment by a set of 
vertical 3D prisms dividing the 3D model into layers. The workflow of the algorithm is described 
in figure 5. Step (1) presents a simple environment composed of two triangles. The first step 
consists of projecting the boundaries of each 3D planar polygon on the XZ plane. This produces a 
set of 2D segments (3) on which a CDT is computed (4). The prismatic subdivision is then 
obtained by associating to each 2D triangle of the CDT, the set of 3D polygons partially projecting 
on it. It is computed through ray casting. Once this relation is computed, for each triangle t of the 
CDT and for each associated polygon p, a 3D cell is computed such as this cell is supported by the 
plane supporting p and its projection on XZ plane is exactly t (5). Let prism(t) be the list of all 3D 
cells which are exactly projecting on a triangle t of the CDT. The prism(t) is ordered along the 
vertical axis in the increasing order of the average vertical coordinates of the vertices of the 3D 
cells. This spatial subdivision allows them to identify floor and ceiling. Once the prism 
decomposition has been obtained the navigable zones of the environment are extracted taking 
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into account some humanoid characteristics, such as the maximum traversable slope and the 
maximum height that a character can overcome with a step. Those zones are then grouped into 
a set of 2.5D surfaces. A 2.5D surface is defined as the union of interconnected zones that do not 
overlap. A Constrained Delaunay Triangulation is computed over each of this surface to obtain 
the final CPG usable for path planning.  

 

 
Figure 5: Different steps of the subdivision into prisms of the 3D model 

 

The first problem of Topoplan is that it needs as an input a clean mesh, i.e. it does not 

contain degenerated triangles nor triangle intersections (except obviously, on shared vertices 

and edges). This is a strong requirement that hardly will be accomplished, because during the 

modeling process, intersections on the geometry are something common. In addition, the 

method that they use to sort the set of cells in a prism could deal to a wrong sort on some cases 

and hence, the identification that they do into floor and cell would be wrong. And finally, the 

method proposed is extremely costly, as can be deduced by the description of the method. The 

results show that it requires more than 15 minutes to compute the CPG for an environment of 

just 120k triangles.  
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3.2.2 Arbitrary Cell Type NavMeshes 

An important drawback of techniques based exclusively on polygons of a determined 

number of sides (typically triangles and quads) is the over-segmentation obtained in the most 

scenes. The partition obtained is only optimal (or near-optimal) in very specific cases. Also, in the 

case of Navigation Meshes based on quads, they are not really extensible to general scenes, with 

obstacles randomly complex. To address these problems, convex-partitioning techniques based 

on N-gons (polygons of 3 or more sides) have been proposed.    

Lerner et. al. [22] presented a method to automatically generate a Cell-and-Portal Graph 

that worked both for interior and outdoor scenarios. The goal of their algorithm was to solve 

visibility problems, so the cells are not guaranteed to be convex. However, this algorithm could 

be easily adapted to create a Navigation Mesh using a postprocessing step to convert the 

resulting cells into convex, for example, using the Hertel-Mehlhorn method [13] that is used to 

decompose a simple polygon without holes into convex regions. 

In [34], a method to generate a convex partition for a virtual scene is presented. The 

geometry representing the terrain and the geometry representing the obstacles are treated 

separately. First of all, the process begins by looking at the raw geometry of the terrain. 

Typically, this data will be a huge list of triangles. The walkable surface is extracted by iterating 

over all of the polygons of the terrain and determining which ones has a slope low enough to be 

traversable by the character. Then, the Hertel-Mehlhorn algorithm [13] is applied to the resulting 

mesh to remove unessential diagonals, obtaining a partition of the walkable surface into convex 

N-gons.  

Once the NavMesh of the terrain has been determined, the objects representing the 

obstacles are subtracted from the NavMesh. That is, for a given obstacle, find the set of cells of 

the initial NavMesh that intersects the obstacle and recursively subdivide them into smaller cells. 

To subdivide a cell, the center of the polygon is computed and an edge is created that joins the 

center of the polygon with the midpoint of every edge of the cell. Note that the resulting 

polygons are always four-sided. For each sub-cell generated from the initial cell, it is not further 

subdivided (if it is totally outside of the obstacle), it is discarded (if it is entirely inside of the 

obstacle) or it is subdivided again (if it is partially outside/inside the obstacle) until a maximum 

number of subdivision steps. Finally, a merging process is applied to eliminate redundant cells as 

much as possible.  

A problem of the method proposed is that it needs to separate the geometry of the 

terrain from the geometry of the obstacles, instead of simply launching all the geometry of the 

scene and obtain the resulting NavMesh. However, the most important problem is that the 

subdivision method proposed does not adapt well to the contour of the obstacles, as can be seen 

in figure 6. In addition, the subdivision process generates many little sub-cells that cannot be 

easily merged during the merging process, resulting on an over-segmented partition of the 

scene.  
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Figure 6: The subdivision process applied with two different obstacles. In red it is marked 

the walkable space that it is discarded due to the subdivision method does not adapts well to the 

shape of the obstacles.  

 

In [10], an automatic NavMesh generator method is described, that consists in spreading 

a certain number of unitary quad seeds on the scene. Those quads are expanded as much 

possible, adjusting to the contour of the obstacles even if they are not Axis-Aligned. Note that 

during the adjustment process, the cell generated can have more than 4 sides. When the 

algorithm ends, a merging process is applied to reduce the number of resulting cells. Although 

the authors say that it can handle complex obstacles, the fact is that the algorithm only gives a 

reasonably good partition with Axis-Alligned obstacles. In the rest of the cases, the algorithm 

proposed creates many narrow cells that in most cases cannot be removed during the merging 

process. In addition, the spreading method of the initial quads remains obscure. They do not give 

any notion of how many initial seeds have to be spread. Note that the resulting partition is 

completely dependent on the number of initial quads and its position. Another issue is that there 

can be intersection of portals which could be problematic when applying a local-movement 

method, leading to unnatural movement of the characters. The merging process helps to reduce 

the final number of cells, but the result is far from the optimal subdivision. In addition to these 

problems, the method only works if every obstacle is convex, so a previous step to decompose 

the obstacles into convex parts is required. A volumetric version of this algorithm was proposed 

in [9], but it has the same limitations than the 2D version. 

Toll et al. [33] presented an automatic NavMesh generator for a multi-layered 

environment, such as an airport or a multi-story car-park, where the different layers of the scene 

are connected by elements such as stairs or ramps. Each layer is represented as a set of 2D 

polygons that lies in the same plane, and the medial axis set for the layer is computed. The 

connections between layers are used to iteratively merge the different sets of medial axis and 

create a single data structure. Then, they extend this structure by adding segments with the 

closest obstacle to create a convex partition of the scene. The main problem is that a large 

number of unnecessary cells are created. This could be mitigated in part by reducing the noise on 

the computed medial axis. Also, this technique creates many degenerated cells, which can 
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introduce artifacts on the movement of the virtual characters. An approximation of the medial 

axis set can be computed using the GPU, as described in [14]. The implementation of this 

NavMesh generation method, restricted to one single layer, can be found in [8]. It requires to 

manually creating a file that describes the contour of the obstacles, so the process is not fully 

automatic.  

Unreal Engine [35] has also its own NavMesh generator. Firstly, a high-density grid that 

covers all the walkable area is automatically generated. Starting by a position placed by a 

designer, the map is 'flood filled'. That is, according to some seed size, each segment of the map 

is examined via raycasts and once verified, added to the grid. Figure 7 (left) shows the resulting 

grid. One disadvantage of this approach is that objects which are slightly out of phase with the 

seed size being used for exploration can end up being far away from the boundary of the mesh. 

To alleviate this, when an obstacle is hit the seed size will be subdivided N times to achieve the 

desired level of accuracy, as illustrated in figure 7 (right). Once the high-density grid has been 

obtained, a process to merge the squares is applied to reduce the number of polygons. Those 

polygons are then merged into concave slabs separated only by differences in slope and height. 

Note that this can lead to an over-segmented partition in irregular terrains. Finally, these 

concave slabs are decomposed into convex shapes. The main problem of the method proposed 

by Unreal Engine is that it creates many ill-conditioned cells that can introduce artifacts on the 

movement of the characters. In addition, the partition obtained on irregular terrains is over-

segmented.  

 

    
Figure 7: The resulting high density grid (Left). The cell size is adapted to fit with the shape 

of the obstacles (Right).  

 

Recast [27] is an automatic open-source NavMesh generator broadly used in popular 

videogames and other complex virtual applications. The method used by Recast is inspired by the 

work by Haumont et al. [11]. Recast computes a partition of the scene by applying the 

Watershed Transform (WST) [29] on the Distance Map Field [30] of the scene. Figure 8 illustrates 

this idea.  
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Figure 8: The Distance Map Field of a scene (left) and the resulting partition after applying 

Watershed (right).  

 

As an input, Recast takes an arbitrary geometry that is voxelized. This process makes the 

method robust against degeneracies of the model (such as interpenetrating geometry, cracks or 

holes) as well as simplifies the furniture of the scene. The navigable space is built from the voxel 

model. A voxel is marked as navigable if it passes the following tests: First, the top of the voxel is 

at least a minimum distance from the bottom of the voxel above it, which means that the agent 

can stand on the voxel without colliding with an obstruction above. Second, the top of the voxel 

represents geometry with a slope low enough to be traversable by agents. Once the walkable 

space has been obtained, its distance map is constructed by estimating of how far each 

traversable voxel is from its nearest border voxel. A border voxel is a voxel that represents the 

boundary between the traversable surface and either obstructions (such as walls) or empty 

space. The distance map describes a topological surface and hence, the Watershed Transform 

can be applied to obtain a partition of the scene. The cells generated using the WST are not 

necessarily convex, but it ensures that does not contain holes, so it is easy to convert into convex 

those regions. What they do is to apply a modified version of the ear-clipping method to 

triangulate the cells and then, unessential diagonals are removed.  

The strong point of Recast is that it can handle any kind of scene. It works on indoor and 

outdoor scenes and those scenes can contain multiple levels (such as a building). On the other 

hand, the main drawback is that it generates walkable regions on zones where a character is not 

allowed to walk, because it only takes into account the characteristics of the geometry enclosed 

by the voxels, but not the connectivity between potentially walkable regions. It is a problem 

because increases unnecessarily the size of the resulting CPG with cells that never will be used. 

Some of those regions can be removed if they are small enough tuning the parameters of the 

application but it is not always possible to remove all of them. Another problem is that the 

partition obtained is over-segmented, as illustrated on figure 9. A better partition could be 

obtained by applying a post-process to try to merge adjacent cells into biggest cells, while 

maintaining the convexity condition.  
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Figure 9: A partition (colored cells) obtained using Recast on a very simple scene in which 

however, suffers from over-segmentation.  
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3.3 Conclusions 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, our main objective is to solve the problem of 
navigation of autonomous characters in complex virtual environments, that is a central problem 
in the fields of robotics, videogames and crowd simulation. The limitations of the previous 
exposed methods that address this problem, have pushed us to develop a new approach.  

The main limitation of the roadmap technique is that it only contains information about 
which points of the space are directly connected, but does not provide a proper description of 
the scene nor where the obstacles are. Therefore, the avoidance of collisions with dynamic 
obstacles is usually a hard task, and not always possible, so the character can get stuck in local 
minima of the geometry.  

The cell decomposition technique (Navigation Mesh) fits better with our requirements as it 
provides a more accurate description of the scene, but the methods studied suffers mainly of 
over-segmentation, ill-conditioned cells or does not adjust well to the contour of the obstacles, 
missing some portions of the walkable space. In this work, we will further extend the 
functionalities of our previous work [24], adding support for multi-layered 3D virtual 
environments. Currently, our method is able to automatically generate the partition of a 3D 
scene representing several floors, and the partition obtained is near-optimal as well as it avoids 
in most cases the creation of ill-conditioned cells.  
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4 Automatic Generation of Near-Optimal Navigation Meshes 

In [24], we proposed a new algorithm to create a NavMesh by calculating a convex 
partition of a 2D description of the scene represented by the floor as a simple polygon without 
intersections, and the static obstacles as being holes of this polygon. We demonstrated that the 
convex partition obtained is near-optimal. Before getting to the details of the work presented in 
this thesis, we will give a brief summary of the algorithm to calculate the convex decomposition 
since it will also be used in this work, although with an important number of improvements that 
will be explained in this section. We refer the reader to [24] for a more in depth explanation of 
the basic algorithm. The method, entitled ANavMG, calculates for every notch (concave vertex) 
its Area of Interest that is the area of the polygon delimited by the prolongation of the edges 
incident to the notch (figure 9). The closest element to the notch inside its Area of Interest is 
then computed and a portal is created to convert the notch into a convex vertex. The closest 
element to the notch can be another vertex, an edge of the geometry or a previously created 
portal. Each of these cases needs to be treated differently.  
 

 
Figure 9: The Area of Interest (Ii) of a notch vi.  

 
 If the closest element to a notch n is a vertex v, a vertex-vertex portal is created by 
creating a portal edge p joining n and v. In addition, if v is also a notch, then the algorithm also 
checks whether by creating portal p, the notch v gets split into two convex angles. This will 
happen exclusively when n falls within the Area of Interest of v.  
 If the closest element to a notch n is an edge of the geometry e, a vertex-edge portal is 
created. In this case, a portal joining the notch with a point over the edge is created. Five point 
candidates over the edge are computed: The projection of n over e, the intersection points 
between the lines supporting the edges defining the Area of Interest of n and the edge e, and the 
endpoints of the edge. The best candidate is the closest to the notch n that lies inside the Area of 
Interest of n and between the endpoints of the edge e. Once the best candidate is determined, it 
is used to subdivide the edge (if the best candidate is not one of its endpoints) and it proceeds as 
in the case of a vertex-vertex portal.  
 Finally, if the closest element to a notch n is a previously created portal p, a vertex-portal 
portal is created. The treatment differs from the previous case since we do not want to have 
intersecting portals (or T-shapes). Therefore, a portal is created with the closest endpoint of the 
portal that lies inside the Area of Interest of the notch. If neither of the endpoints of the portal 
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lies inside the Area of Interest, it is necessary to create two portals to convert the notch into a 
convex vertex. In this case, we create two portals by joining the notch with both endpoints of the 
closest portal.  
 In most cases, the method described above creates a single portal to partition each notch 
into a convex vertex, and in some situations, a portal is enough to split two notches at the same 
time, as described in the vertex-vertex case. Only in the case that the closest element to the 
notch is a portal and if none of its endpoints is inside the Area of Interest of the notch, two 
portals need to be created, as we want to avoid T-shapes. Therefore, the obtained partition is 
near-optimal (proof explained in [24]). The main limitation is that it only works for 2D 
environments. 

 

4.1 The GPU based approach 

The previously described algorithm has a cost of O(n·r), where n=number of vertices and 
r=number of notches. So if r is similar to n, the algorithm to generate NavMeshes has a O(n2) cost 
to solve the problem. This is not an important handicap a priori, since the NavMesh construction 
is normally an offline process, but it becomes an issue when dealing with dynamic environments 
that require continuous updates of the NavMesh, as it happens in videogames. 
During the first stage of the development of the thesis, we realized that we could easily adapt 
the algorithm to exploit the efficiency of the GPU. The new method based on GPU, starts by 
assigning a unique color identifier to each edge of the scene, which will be used for rendering 
and identification purposes. Then, the 2D scene is rendered from the point of view of every 
notch, with the parameters of the camera set based on the characteristics of the notch. The 
position of the camera is given by the position of the notch, the FOV of the camera is equal to 
the angle formed by the prolongation of the edges that define the Area of Interest of the notch 
and the forward direction of the camera is defined as the sum of the unitary vectors that define 
the Area of Interest. Once the camera has been configured, the scene is rendered and the result 
is stored on a one-dimensional texture that contains those elements visible from the point of 
view of the notch, as can be seen in figure 10. 
 
  

 
Figure 10: A simple scene with all edges drawn with a unique color (Left) and the texture 

generated from the point of view of the notch (Right). 
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To recover the edges that are visible from the notch, we check every pixel of the texture. 
The color of such pixel identifies the edge. Then, we determine which of those edges is the 
closest one to the notch and we create a portal with its best candidate. We cannot simply read 
the depth of each pixel, because we need Euclidean distances to the notch. 

A critical parameter that affects directly the performance of the algorithm is the zFar of 
the camera. To avoid rendering an unnecessary number of elements that are occluding each 
other, the zFar is dynamically updated. A variable zFarScene contains the average of the 
distances to the closest element of the already visited notches. Initially, zFarScene is set to 1/10th 
of the diagonal of the bounding box of the scene. Then for each notch, a render is performed 
with zFar set to zFarScene. If no element has been rendered with such zFar, the zNear is set to 
the current zFar and the zFar is doubled in order to carry out a new render. This process 
continues until at least one element has been found that lies in the Area of Interest of the notch.  
Once the closest element to the notch is found, zFarScene is updated accordingly. Notice that 
this process implies several renders for some notches, but we have found empirically that the 
zFarScene converges towards an optimal value that results in the most efficient render for a 
large number of the notches in the given scene. The entire process is described on figure 11. 
 
 

 
Figure 11: Diagram describing the dynamic update of the zFar. 
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4.2 The Portal Vertex-Portal case 

The most complicated case that our algorithm must handle is when the closest element 
to the notch is a previously created portal. In order to avoid the introduction of T-Shapes, the 
algorithm presented in [24] proposes creating a portal between the notch and one of the 
endpoints of the portal that is inside the Area of Interest of the notch. If neither endpoint lies 
within the Area of Interest, then two portals are created. However, we realized that this 
approach can cause intersection with the existing geometry, when the endpoints are not actually 
visible from the notch (see figure 12). Therefore, we have modified the previous algorithm so 
when a portal is created with another portal, we check for intersections between the segment 
formed by the notch and the endpoint of the portal, against the rest of edges in the scene. If 
there are no intersections, then the portal can be created; otherwise, the portal is created with 
the new found closest edge. 
In the GPU version of the algorithm, this problem is solved by using one extra render step. The 
new Area of Interest is defined as the one delimited by the segments that join the notch with the 
endpoints of the previous portal as can be seen in figure 12. 
 

   
Figure 12: The original Area of Interest of a notch nk (Left). When the closest element is a portal 

pi, the new Area of Interest is defined by the notch and the endpoints of the portal (Right). 
 
The camera parameters are thus updated accordingly and a new render of the scene is 
performed. Then the algorithm checks for intersections between the segments joining the notch 
with the endpoints and the edges that appear on the new render. Notice that the GPU version 
needs to check against a reduced number of edges unlike the CPU version that checks against all 
edges in the scene. 
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4.3 Convexity Relaxation 

By definition, a Navigation Mesh is a partition of the space into convex cells, i.e., polygons with 

all its internal angles smaller or equal than . This is the mathematical definition of convexity, 
but in the case of NavMeshes, it is not necessary to deal with such a strict definition. The 
movement within a convex cell and between cells is driven by some local movement algorithm, 
which can usually deal relatively easily with small concavities in the cell through obstacle 
avoidance behavior. Therefore, depending on the characteristics of the local movement method 
being used, the definition of convexity can be relaxed. The main advantage of introducing the 
notion of convexity relaxation is that we can reduce the number of cells.  

   

Figure 13: With a strict definition of convexity, a degenerated cell appear on the partition. This is 
because the notch n2 is outside the area of interest of the notch n2 (Left). The old convexity 

relaxation definition addressed this problem by increasing the Area of Interest of the notches by a 

certain threshold . By this way, n2 is inside the Area of Interest of n1 and a portal vert-vert is 
created (Right).  

 We introduced this idea in our previous paper [24], where we proposed a solution that 

consisted in increasing the Area of Interest of the notch by a certain threshold . This implies a 
larger area to look for candidates, which not only reduces the total number of cells, but also 
implies a reduction in the number of ill-conditioned polygons. Figure 13 describes this situation. 
Later we realized that this statement is not always certain, and the most important drawback is 
that due to the increase of the Area of Interest, some non ill-conditioned cells can become ill-
conditioned cells, as can be seen in figure 14, and it is precisely the situation that we want to 
avoid.  
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Figure 14: With a strict definition of convexity, the resulting cells have an area non-close to zero 

(Left). If we increase the Area of Interest by , we obtain an ill-conditioned as it has an area close 
to zero (Right).  

 For the present work, we maintain the concept of convexity relaxation in the sense that 
we allow creating near-convex cells, but we follow a different approach. Firstly, we realized that 
the Ramer-Douglas-Peucker algorithm [26][6] (that is a tool often used for polygon 
simplification), could be easily adapted in order to obtain near-convex cells. In a preprocess step, 
we look for strings of notches on the geometry, i.e., a set of consecutive concave vertices, and 
we apply the Ramer-Douglas-Peucker algorithm to simplify the string of notches. The algorithm 
requires a threshold distance that the user can modify through the application interface 
(parameter convexDistance). Only the notches that survive to the simplification are considered 
real notches; the rest are ignored as if they were convex vertices. This is extremely useful 
specially to reduce the number of redundant portals in rounded objects, as can be seen in figure 
15.   

   

Figure 15: The CPG of a scene with many rounded objects, applying the strict definition of 
convexity.It generates a total of 33 cells (Left); for the same scene, with the convexity relaxation 

definition (setting the convexDistance to 0.4), it generates 21 cells.    
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The ill-conditioned cells that can appear during the generation of the NavMesh, are treated 
in post-process. When all the portals have been generated, and just before the reconstruction of 
the cells, we check for dispensable portals. A portal is dispensable if removing this portal, the 
next and the previous edge incident to both endpoints of the portal, forms a near-convex angle.. 
For example, in figure 13 (Left), the portal p1 is dispensable, and hence, it can be discarded, 
dealing to the situation described in figure 13 (Right).   
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5 Single-Layered Environments 

As most NavMesh generation methods, the Navigation Mesh is constructed in 2D. 
However, especially in the case of videogames, the virtual world is typically generated using a 3D 
software modeler. Since we want the method to be fully automatic, the second stage of the 
work of our thesis mainly consisted in the development of a method to transform the 3D input 
data into a 2D representation. In particular, the input required by the Navigation Mesh 
Generator consists on a single polygon defining the floor, with the vertices given in counter-
clockwise order, and holes representing the static obstacles with the vertices given in clockwise 
order. The 2D Abstraction step is subdivided in several stages, as can be seen in figure 14. 
 

 
Figure 14: This figure describes the data flow of the pipeline of the 2D Abstraction step to convert 

from the 3D world to the 2D representation. 
 

5.1 Normal-and-Depth Map Extraction 

The first stage of the pipeline takes the 3D model of the scene as input and performs a 
render of the model from a top view, using an orthographic camera. A texture is created using 
the fragment shader, that stores the normal per fragment (red, green and blue channels) and its 
normalized depth (alpha channel). Figure 15 shows the resulting Normal-and-Depth Map for a 
given scene. 
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Figure 15: The initial 3D scene (Left) and  the Normal-and-Depth Map generated with the shader 
(Center & Right).The figure of the center represents the information of the normals, that is stored 

in the RGB channels of the texture; the right most figure shows the depth information of the 
scene, stored in the A channel of the texture.  

5.2 Obstacle Detection 

The target of this stage is to identify walkable space (floor) vs. non-walkable (obstacles). 
The obstacle detection is solved using a flood fill algorithm, where the seed is introduced by the 
user over a walkable area (notice that this is the only input required by the user). The Normal-
and-Depth map is used to determine if a neighboring fragment is similar to our current fragment. 
Two adjacent fragments are similar if the character can overcome the angle formed by their 
normals and the difference of depth. These parameters are configured through the application 
and depend on the walking abilities of the characters. If the neighbor fragment is reachable from 
the current one, then it belongs to the walkable area; otherwise it belongs to the frontier of an 
obstacle (contour). 

The output of this stage are a Rough Binary Partition (RBP) and a Rough Contour Table 
(RCT). The former is a binary image representing the walkable areas (white pixels) and the 
obstacles (black pixels), and the latter is a table containing those pixels marked as contour (black 
pixels in the RBP that have at least one white neighbor). In Figure 16 we can see the binary 
partition with the walkable areas and the obstacles. Notice that the torus is treated as a solid 
obstacle seen from above and thus the floor underneath it will not be treated as walkable. 
 

 
Figure 16: The Rough Binary Partition resulting of the Obstacle Detection stage. 
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5.3 Contour Expansion and Refinement 

In order to ensure a one pixel wide continuous contour with an area greater than zero 
(i.e. no obstacles of size one pixel or line obstacles) the RBP and RCT need to be further refined. 
This stage is subdivided into two sub-steps. Firstly, the contour is expanded by iterating over all 
the pixels in the Contour Table marking as contour those adjacent pixels that in the binary 
partition belong to the floor, i.e. white pixels. The target of this sub-step is to avoid future 
degeneracies such as having obstacles mapped into a single vertex. 
The Contour Refinement step removes those contour pixels that have end up completely 
surrounded by black pixels i.e. pixels of an obstacle, and hence, they do not belongs to the 
frontier of an obstacle anymore. Figure 17 shows these two steps over a given obstacle.  
 

 
Figure 17: The initial contour of an obstacle (Left); the expanded contour (Center); the refined 

contour (Right). 
 
At the end of this process we obtain the final Contour Table and Binary Partition adequate to 
carry out polygon reconstruction. 

 

5.4 Polygon Reconstruction and Simplification 

This step will generate the 2D model representing the floor and obstacles to feed the 
NavMesh generator. Firstly, the pixels on the Contour Table are sorted by its x coordinate, i.e., 
they are sorted from left to right. If the x coordinate of two contour pixels is the same, they are 
sorted by the y coordinate from top to bottom. Each contour pixel is considered a vertex of a 
polygon and then a simplification method is used to reduce the final number of vertices. Initially 
all contour pixels are marked as not-visited. 

The algorithm proceeds by iterating over all the pixels on the Contour Table, until it finds 
the first not-visited contour pixel. The order of the Contour Table guarantees that this pixel is the 
most left one of a polygon on the Binary Partition. When reconstructing the floor, the vertices 
have to be given in counter-clockwise order, so for the most left contour pixel, we have to start 
moving to the S, SE or E neighbor pixel that is contour. If we are reconstructing an obstacle, the 
vertices have to be given in clockwise order, so we have to start moving to the N, NE or E. Figure 
18 exemplifies the process of reconstructing an obstacle from its most left contour pixel C. In this 
case, the vertices have to be given in clock-wise order, so the neighbor chosen is the one marked 
with E.  
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Once the first neighbor has been decided, the process continues by selecting and setting 
as visited at each iteration the contour pixel that is closest to the current one, that has not been 
visited yet. In this case, all the adjacent neighbors of the current pixel are checked. The Contour 
Expansion and Refinement stage ensures that we always have an unequivocal neighbor contour 
pixel to choose as next. It also ensures that every reconstructed polygon has an area greater than 
0, and that we do not have degeneracies such as obstacles reconstructed as a single point. The 
process of reconstructing a polygon ends when the start pixel is reached and the process of 
reconstructing all the polygons finishes when all the pixels on the Contour Table have been 
marked as visited. 
 

 

Figure 18: The most left contour pixel C of an obstacle and the potential neighbors that can be 
chosen as next. 

 
To reduce the total number of vertices per polygon, the first straight forward 

simplification consists on eliminating all vertices that belong to segments aligned horizontally, 
vertically or with 45º angle and are not end points. This pre-simplification step is done during the 
reconstruction process. Next, the Ramer-Douglas-Peucker Algorithm [26][6] is applied to further 
simplify the polygon (figure 19). 
 

 
Figure 19: A polygon on the Binary Partition (Left); A high density pre-simplified polygon (Center); 

the final simplified polygon (Right). 
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6 Multi-Layered Environments 

The main limitation of the system proposed above is that it cannot deal with multi-layered 
environments nor arch-type obstacles. On the other hand, the shape of the obstacles obtained 
during the generation of the 2D representation, adjust very well to the shape of the original 
obstacles, contrary to other proposed automatic methods, such as [34][27][36]. The third main 
stage of the development of the thesis, consisted in extending the proposed method from 3D 
scenes representing one single layer, to 3D general scenes representing any number of layers.  

The main idea is to subdivide the scene into layers. Each individual layer will not have any 
overlapping geometry, and thus can be “flatten” to obtain its 2D floor plan. Afterwards, the 
previously described method is applied in order to extract the 2D representation of each layer, 
that is used to compute its Navigation Mesh, using the CPU or GPU version of  our algorithm. 
Once the NavMesh of each layer has been computed, the final step is to join these separated 
meshes into one single Navigation Mesh that represents the walkable space of the entire scene.  

 

6.1 First approach: Dynamic Cutting Planes 

Since we had a method to compute the 2D floor plan from a 3D model by carrying out a 
render of the scene, the first idea towards dealing with multi-layered environments was simply 
to take several renders, one for each layer and later on connecting them through portals. The 
straight forward method to do this, consisted on adjusting the zNear and zFar of the camera to 
make “slides” of the scene. Each one of these slides represents a layer.  
  However, the main problem of extracting the layers by using the cutting planes of the 
camera, is that is very hard to determine where to place the zNear and zFar planes to cut the 
scene properly. In fact, this method would give only satisfactory results in a very determined kind 
of scenes, such as a building, but it is not really extensible to arbitrarily complex scenes, as can 
be seen in figure 20. As our main objective was to obtain a method that could deal with any kind 
of scene, we discarded this idea. 
 

 
Figure 20: In a cave-like environment, it is not clear where to set the cutting planes, nor how 

many cuts are necessary in order to represent the entire scene.  
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6.2 Second approach: Adaptative Cutting Shape 

The main idea is to construct a shape that adapts to the form of the environment, instead 
of using planes. The characteristic of this shape is that it can be projected into a 2D image 
without having any overlapping walkable geometry. This will allow us to implement a new 
method in the fragment shader which will render only te geometry within some dynamic Zmin 
and Zmax depending on the underlying geometry, to generate the 2D floor plan of each layer. 
The method proposed can be subdivided into these steps: Firstly, a low resolution voxelization is 
used in order to obtain a first approximation of the geometry that is potentially walkable and the 
geometry that it is not. Secondly, an ordered flooding process is applied to classify the 
potentially walkable regions into layers. Then, for each layer we compute a refined version with 
higher resolution, and the corresponding Navigation Mesh is computed. Finally, those individual 
NavMeshes are joined into a single one that represents the entire walkable space of the scene. 
Figure 21 depicts the pipeline of this process.  
 

 
Figure 21: The data flow of the pipeline of our approach to generate a NavMesh for MultiLayered 

environments.  
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6.2.1 Rough Voxelization 

The aim of this step is to obtain a first approximation of the walkable area. The 
voxelization method used is based on a GPU method described in [7]. The main idea of this 
algorithm is to obtain a voxelization based on a slicing method of a scene with one rendering 
pass. The algorithm takes as input a 3D scene. A grid is defined by placing a camera in the scene 
and adjusting its view frustum to enclose the area to be voxelized. This camera has an associated 
viewport with (w, h) dimensions. Then, the scene is rendered, constructing the voxelization in 
the framebuffer. A pixel (x, y) represents a column in the grid and each cell within this column is 
encoded using the RGBA value of the pixel. Hence, the corresponding image represents a w x h x 
32 grid with one bit of information per cell. This bit indicates whether a primitive passes through 
a cell or not. The union for all columns of voxels corresponding to a given bit defines a slice. 
Consequently, the image/texture encoding the grid is called a slicemap. When a primitive is 
rasterized, a set of fragments is obtained. A fragment shader is used in order to determine the 
position of the fragment in the column, according to its depth. Notice that the column is 
implicitly defined by the position of the fragment. The result is then OR-ed with the current value 
of the frame buffer.  
 We apply the same idea, but three rendering passes are done in order to avoid 
rasterization problems, as faces near-parallel to the viewing direction do not produce any 
fragment. Instead, we create 3 separated slicemaps, one for each viewing direction (along the X, 
Y and Z axis respectively). A final slicemap is then created by merging those separated slicemaps 
into a single one.  In addition, the fragment shader that indicates the position of the fragment on 
the column, also classifies this fragment, i.e., a voxel, into positive, negative and empty voxels. A 
positive voxel is a voxel that encloses geometry with a normal low enough to be traversed by a 
character. Otherwise, it is considered a negative voxel. An empty voxel is defined as a voxel that 
does not enclose geometry of any type. If a voxel can be positive or negative at the same time 
(for example, on the intersection of the floor with an obstacle), it is considered positive. The 
subsequent Layer Refinement step will determine if the geometry enclosed by the voxel is 
entirely walkable or not. This classification of the voxels is done in the same rendering step, using 
the Multi Render Target technique (MRT), one texture storing the positive voxels and the other 
texture storing the negative ones. Figure 22 shows the decomposition into positive and negative 
voxels of a simple scene.  
 

   
Figure 22: A simple multi-layered scene (Left) and its voxelization (Right). Voxels are classified 

into positive (blue voxels) or negative (red voxels) depending on the characteristics of the 
geometry enclosed.  
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6.2.2 Layer Extraction and Labeling 

The set of all positive voxels obtained during the voxelization process, is known as the 
potentially walkable area, and it is a first approximation of the real walkable area, that is the set 
of voxels that are really accessible by the character. The aim of this step is to subdivide this area 
into layers. A layer is a set of connected accessible voxels that do not overlap. An accessible voxel 
is a positive voxel such that has enough empty voxels above it in order to contain an agent on 
top, without colliding with an obstruction above him. We will explain the two methods that we 
approached to solve this step: 
 
6.2.2.1 First approach: Flooding & Depth Peeling 

The first method that we developed to extract the layers of the scene was implemented 
using the CPU and the GPU. Firstly, the voxels that conforms the real walkable area are detected 
by using a flood fill algorithm, where the seed is introduced by the user, clicking on a voxel that 
he knows for sure that it belongs to the real walkable area. The accessible voxels connected to 
the seed are the voxels that forms the real walkable area.  
Once the real walkable area has been determined, we proceed to subdivide this area into layers. 
The idea is to successively render the voxels that forms the current real walkable area to select 
the voxels that conform each layer. On each render, we let pass only the farthest fragments, and 
we store the depth map of the scene on a texture. The resolution used in the render is the same 
that the used to construct the voxelization of the scene, so the (x, y) coordinates of each pixel, 
determines de column of the voxel, and the depth stored on the texture determines the cell on 
such column. The voxels represented in the texture belong to a layer and hence, those voxels are 
discarded from the real walkable area before doing the next render. The process continues until 
the real walkable area is empty.  
The main problem of this method is that it is very slow: It requires a flooding CPU step to 
determine the real walkable area and then n GPU steps in order to determine the layers. In 
addition, it does not guarantees that the layers are formed by connected voxels, and it can be 
problematic for the refinement layer process.   
 
6.2.2.2 Second approach: Ordered Flooding 

We realized that we could do the determination of the real walkable area and Layer 
extraction in a single flooding pass. Firstly, the voxels that conforms the potentially walkable 
area are sorted from bottom to top by its y coordinate (if two voxels have the same y coordinate, 
then are sorted by x, and if it is also the same, then they are sorted by z). The idea consists on 
assigning and propagating IDs for the different layers. So, for each voxel of this list, we check if it 
is an accessible voxel, and hence, it can transmit its layer identifier to the neighboring accessible 
voxels. If the voxel does not have yet a layer identifier, means that it is the first voxel of a new 
layer and therefore, a new identifier is created and assigned to it. When the layer identifier is 
transmitted to the neighbors, two main cases may occur: If the neighbor does not have a valid 
layer identifier, then the current voxel can transmit its layer identifier if there is not any voxel on 
the column of the neighbor that contains the same layer identifier that the current voxel is trying 
to transmit (this is done to avoid overlapping regions inside the same layer). On the other hand, 
if the neighbor had a valid different layer identifier, it means that the neighbor belongs to a 
different layer than the current voxel. A merging process is then applied in order to determine if 
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both layers can be merged into a single bigger one. It occurs if both layers do not overlap each 
other.  

At this moment, all the accessible voxels have been grouped into layers, but some of 
those layers may not be accessible for the character. To discard those layers, the user is required 
to select a voxel that he knows belongs to the real walkable area. This voxels belongs to a layer 
and hence, we recursively determine the layers that are connected with this one. The union of all 
the voxels of those layers conforms the real walkable area, and the rest of layers are discarded. 
Figure 23 shows the resulting layers of the sample scene. Notice that as only accessible voxels 
can transmit its layer identifier, the region under the stairs where a character cannot access, as 
well as the part of the floor intersecting the obstacles, have been discarded.  
 

   
Figure 23: The resulting layers with the ordered flooding (Left). Each color represents a different 

layer. The cursor indicates the position that the user has marked as walkable. The recursive 
process discards the regions that are not connected with the one selected by the user (Right).  
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6.2.3 Layer Refinement 

At this time, we have subdivided the real walkable space into Layers. The Navigation 
Mesh could be computed from this representation, but as we want to obtain a fine adjustment 
to the obstacles, we will further increase the resolution. To refine the layer, we apply an 
improved version of the method described in chapter 5 for the computation of the NavMesh for 
single-layered environments. The main idea remains the same, but we have simplified some 
stages and we have solved the problems that we have encountered during the development of 
this phase. Figure 24 describes the main steps of the refinement process.  
 

 
Figure 24: Diagram illustrating the process used to refine a layer.  

 
Firstly we expand the accessible voxels of the layer that are in contact to an obstacle 

voxel, i.e., a negative voxel or a positive voxel that is not accessible. This step is necessary 
because some of those voxels can contain small parts of walkable geometry. During the contour 
expansion step, we also detect the portal layer voxels, that are voxels that have at least one 
accessible neighboring voxel that belongs to a different layer.  

Once the contour has been expanded, we proceed to compute the cutting shape of the 
layer. It is a shape that adapts to the characteristics of the layer and describes the geometry that 
we will let pass on the hig-resolution render. The cutting shape is computed as follows: for every 
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voxel of the layer (including the already expanded voxels), we look for the voxel above it, that is 
at a distance equal to the height of the character in voxels. The plane defined by the top cap of 
this voxel, describes the cutting plane on that column (figure 25). The cutting shape is stored in a 
texture with the same width and height than the voxel grid, each pixel representing a cutting 
plane. The red channel of the pixel is used in order to identify the type of the voxel that has 
generated such plane. If an accessible voxel of the layer exists on the column represented by the 
pixel, the red channel is set to 1.0; if this voxel is a portal layer voxel, the red channel contains 
the value 0.5; finally, if none accessible voxel lies in the column described by the pixel, its red 
channel is set to 0.0. The green, blue and alpha channels are used in order to store the depth of 
the cutting plane. 
 

   
Figure 25: The first layer of the sample scene after the expansion process (Left) and its cutting 

shape (Right). 
 

The next stage of the procedure performs a high resolution render of the scene in top 
view, using an orthographic camera in order to obtain its Depth Map. A texture is created using 
an improved version of the fragment shader presented in section 5.1. It takes as an input the 
texture representing the cutting shape of the layer. The screen coordinates of the fragment are 
used in order to do a lookup texture. If the current depth value of the fragment is greater than 
the one stored in the texture (GBA channels), the fragment passes the filter and can update the 
frame and depth buffers. Otherwise, the fragment is discarded. By doing this we guarantee that 
only the geometry corresponding to the current layer is rendered. The red channel of the 
fragment stores the type of the voxel that has generated such fragment. The green, blue and 
alpha channels are used to store the depth of the fragment. In addition, in this version of the 
fragment shader, the fragments containing a normal too high to be traversed by the character 
are discarded on this stage. This allows us to represent the depth of the fragment with more 
precision (24 bits instead of the 8 bits of the previous version of the shader), and consequently, it 
reduces the cost of the subsequent flooding stage that was done in CPU. Therefore, the result of 
this stage is a refined Depth Map of the layer, instead of the old Normal-and-Depth Map.  

As we do a single render on top-view, if the cutting shape cuts a perpendicular face in 
respect to the view direction (like the cube-like obstacle in the sample scene), we may miss part 
of the obstacle (figure 26) or even we can miss completely the obstacle if it is small enough. This 
is because near-perpendicular faces do not produce any fragment on the rasterization process. 
This problem is solved in a pre-process step where we iterate over all the faces of the model and 
we keep in a list all the faces that have a normal near-perpendicular to the vector (0, 1, 0). Then, 
we compute which of those faces are intersected by the current layer, i.e., for every accessible 
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voxel of the layer, we check if it intersects with any face in the list. We do an additional render in 
top-view in wire-frame mode of all the faces that presents an intersection with an accessible 
voxel. The wire-frame mode allows us to see the frontiers of the perpendicular faces. The final 
Depth Map is the result of the fusion of both renders. Figure 26 illustrates the creation of the 
Depth Map for the first layer of the sample scene.  

 

         
Figure 26: The original depth map of the first layer of the sample scene, filtered with its 

corresponding cutting-shape (Left); the depth map of the perpendicular faces of the geometry 
that are intersected by the voxels of the layer (Center); the final Depth Map is the fusion of both 

maps (Right). In red, we have marked the zone that is inside the cube and we would detect as 
walkable if we do not do the fusion of both renders.  

 
We proceed by identifying the walkable space (floor) vs. non-walkable space (obstacles) 

by using a flood fill algorithm over the Depth Map computed in the previous stage. Notice that in 
this case, only the depth value of the neighboring pixels is taken into account in order to 
determine if two pixels are similar. However, the most important difference with the previous 
version of the system is that the definition of contour pixel has been completely reversed. A 
contour pixel is now defined as a walkable pixel that has at least one neighboring pixel that is 
obstacle (instead of an obstacle pixel that has at least one neighboring walkable pixel). This new 
definition of contour pixel allows us to directly suppress the subsequent stage of Contour 
Expansion and Refinement, as the new definition guarantees that we will not have degeneracies 
such as obstacles mapped to a single pixel or line obstacles, and hence, the resulting Binary 
Partition and Contour Table of this stage are the final ones.  
The last step consists in reconstructing the polygons from the list of contour pixels. While 
increasing the complexity of the scenarios being treated, we realized that our previously 
proposed method does not always reconstruct the polygon correctly and the polygon 
reconstruction method from the list of contour pixels has also been modified, in order to avoid 
such problems. Firstly, the contour pixels are sorted from left to right and from top to bottom. 
Then, the first not-visited contour pixel is chosen. The order of the contour pixels guarantees that 
this pixel is the top-left one of the polygon that we want to reconstruct. Then, the neighboring 
contour pixels are ordered by its turn to the left (if we are reconstructing the floor) or to the right 
(if we are reconstructing an obstacle), with respect to the vector formed by joining the current 
pixel with the last visited pixel. Figure 27 illustrates this explanation. The contour pixel neighbor 
with the lesser turn to the left/right is chosen as the next contour pixel to process, and the 
current pixel is now set as the previous one.  
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Figure 27: The ordering of the pixels neighboring to pixel C. As we are reconstructing an obstacle, 

pixels are sorted to the right with respect to the vector CO.  
 

The algorithm of reconstructing the polygon ends when we reach again the initial pixel 
that we started with.  As every pixel is considered a vertex, the last step consists into simplifying 
the generated polygon by applying the Ramer-Douglas-Peucker algorithm [26][6]. Finally, the 
NavMesh of the resulting set of polygons is computed by either using the CPU or the GPU 
versions of our method. Figure 28 shows the NavMesh obtained of the layers conforming the 
sample scene.  

   
Figure 28: The NavMesh of the first layer of the sample scene. Notice that in this case, adjusting 

the parameter convexDistance, we could eliminate many of the cells generated by the conic 
obstacle (Left); the NavMesh of the second layer of the sample scene (Right).  
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6.2.4 NavMesh Merging 

Once the NavMesh for each layer has been computed, the last stage consists into 
merging all those NavMeshes into a single one, that represents the walkable space of the entire 
scene. To create the final NavMesh, we merge each NavMesh of a layer with the NavMeshes of 
the adjacent layers. Let be navMesh1 and navMesh2 two NavMeshes of a pair of neighboring 
layers. We iterate over all the portal layer vertices of navMesh1, and we look for the closest 
portal layer edge in navMesh2. A portal layer edge is an edge of the geometry that has at least, 
one endpoint marked as portal layer vertex. Then, the Euclidean distance between the vertex 
and the endpoints of the edges is computed. If the vertex is close enough to one of the 
endpoints of the edge, the vertex is merged with such endpoint. Otherwise, the projection of the 
vertex over the edge is computed. If its projection is close enough to the vertex, the edge is 
subdivided into two new edges by the projection point, and the vertex is merged with its 
projection point. During the fusion of vertices, it occurs that some geometry edges become 
portal edges. It happens when a geometry edge is shared by a cell of NavMesh1 and a cell of 
navMesh2. Some of the newly introduced portals may be non-essential. A portal is non-essential 
if for both endpoints of the portal, we can remove the portal and the endpoint is still convex. For 
example, the portal introduced during the fusion of both NavMeshes in the sample scene is a 
non-essential portal, and hence, it can be removed from the final partition (figure 29).  

   

Figure 29: The initial Scene NavMesh resulting from the fusion of the NavMeshes of the two 
layers (Left); the newly created portal is non-essential, and hence, it can be eliminated on the 

final Scene Navmesh (Right).  

The merging process of two NavMeshes may also introduce T-Joints, that are vertices 
such that all the incident edges are portals. This is something that needs to be avoided, since it 
can introduce errors in the movement of the character. We can eliminate those portals by 
directly removing the vertices that form those T-Joints. This step may introduce new local 
concavities, and thus the cells affected are locally partitioned again into convex regions.  
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Figure 30: Different stages of the merging process of two NavMeshes. For each portal layer 
vertex of navMesh1, it looks for the closest portal layer edge in navMesh2 and fusions the vertex 

with the best candidate over the edge, if it exists (1.). The fusion of vertices may introduce T-
Joints (2.) that are eliminated as they can introduce errors on the movement of the character (3.). 
The elimination of T-Joints, may introduce local concavities that are solved using our method (4.).   
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7 Implementation 

The project has been implemented using OGRE3D, an open-source rendering engine 
written in C++, used for the professional development of graphic applications. The main 
advantage of OGRE3D is that it offers an Object-Oriented interface that abstracts the complexity 
of the subjacent graphics API (Direct3D or OpenGL) and hence, the programmer can focus on the 
development of the application, instead of on the rendering process. However, for this version of 
the system, we needed to add a modification on the OGRE core. In particular, for the voxelization 
on the GPU, it is required to blend the information that is currently on the frame buffer with the 
result of the shader using a logical OR, but OGRE does not natively offer this functionality, so we 
had to add it. The IDE used for the development of the project has been the Microsoft Visual 
Studio 2010.  

7.1 Design 

Figure 31 shows the approximated design of our system. For clarity, the name of the 
attributes of each class, as well as its operations has been omitted. The class MainApp is the 
starting point of the application, and it basically creates an instance of ANavMG, that is the main 
controller of all the process, and it controls the data-flow from one specific controller to another. 
It has an InputManager, that takes the input of the user and executes the corresponding action. 
The SceneModel represents the model of the scene, for which we want to compute its NavMesh. 
The Voxelizer is the class that voxelizes the scene model. For the development of the application, 
a CPU version has been implemented (VoxelizerCPU), as well as two GPU versions, one that 
produces an exact voxelization (VoxelizerGPUExact) and the other that produces an approximate 
result (VoxelizationGPUApproximate). The Voxelizer is composed by a VoxelGrid and it subdivides 
the scene into a set of Layers. The VoxelGrid is the set of all voxels of the scene. A Layer is 
defined as a set of connected accessible voxels that do not overlap. It also has an associated 
NavMesh, that represents its decomposition into cells and portals. The ObstacleSolver generates 
a high-resolution representation of a layer. The result consists of a set of polygons (Poly class), 
one representing the floor and the others representing the static obstacles. A Poly is just a set of 
points in the space (Vert). The NavMeshGenerator receives as an input such set of polygons, and 
generates its corresponding NavMesh. As NavMeshGenerator uses geometric operations 
intensively, such operations have been grouped into the helper class GeometrySolver.   
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Figure 31: The design of ANavMG 
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8 Results 

8.1 CPU Vs GPU Version 

On this section, we compare the GPU based algorithm presented in this thesis to 
automatically generate NavMeshes, against an optimized version of the work presented in [24] 
with the extension of checking for visibility in the case of creating portals between a notch and a 
previous portal. The experimental results have been obtained on a NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GTX 
and an Intel Core 2Quad Q6700 at 2.66GHz with 8 GB of RAM.  
To test the overall performance of the algorithm, we created 10 2D scenarios of increasing 
complexity ranging from 23 vertices to 965.The algorithm applied dynamic zFar calculation. 
Figure 32 shows the time taken by both CPU and GPU implementations. As we can see, the time 
taken by the CPU version to solve the problem increases quadratically, whereas the GPU version 
increases nearly linearly with the number of vertices of the environment. Notice that the GPU 
algorithm can be quadratic in the worst case, but in practical scenarios it performs with nearly 
linear time, since it applies geometry culling using an octree to render the 1D texture for each 
notch. 
 

 
Figure 32: Time comparison between the CPU and GPU versions of 10 scenarios with different 

complexity. 
 

The experimental results were obtained performing renders over a viewport of 1x32 
pixels that were then mapped onto a texture. The size of the texture (and thus the viewport) 
used is important for the overall performance of the algorithm, as can be seen in figure 33.  
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Figure 33: Time spend to solve the most complex test environment, for different sizes of texture. 

 
We have found empirically that a size of 32 pixels for the texture is adequate to correctly 

identify the closest element. This comparison table was obtained with the largest scene of 965 
vertices, since for smaller scenes the difference is less significant. 

The value of the zFar chosen for performing the render from each notch has also an 
impact on the performance, since it determines how many segments get discarded at an earlier 
stage of the graphics pipeline. A large zFar will guarantee that all segments visible from the given 
notch are rendered, but with a high cost, whereas a small zFar will result in faster renders but 
may not render segments that are visible and relevant for creating the NavMesh. The optimal 
zFar, is thus the shortest one that allows the closest element to be rendered without rendering 
many additional segments that are far away and thus either not visible or simply not relevant. 
In order to calculate the optimal zFar, we have carried out an experiment with the largest 
scenario. Empirically we found that for the given scenario, the optimal zFar was 2. Figure 34 
shows the time results of generating the NavMesh with increasing zFar starting with the optimal 
value 2 (any value under 2 would not guarantee that the closest element is found for all 
notches). 
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Figure 34: Time spend to solve the most complex test environment, for different values of fixed 

zFar.  
 

Our goal with this experiment was to test whether the automatic method for calculating 
the zFar dynamically would solve the problem in similar times. Therefore we then tested that 
same scenario with the method presented in section 4.1 for the dynamic computation of the 
zFar. The resulting time was 0.312 seconds, with an average zFar of 1.25 which is automatically 
calculated and changes dynamically when necessary. This shows that our automatic method 
achieves time results similar to the optimal zFar calculated manually. 

The presented GPU based method not only is more efficient than the previous CPU 
version, but also is more robust, since by carrying out renders, it automatically solves any 
visibility issues. Even though, the visibility problem when creating new portals of the type notch-
portal could be treated with the CPU, we have shown an efficient and straight forward approach 
to solve the problem simply by performing a second render. 
 
8.2 Multi-Layered Environments 

In this section, we show the results of our application in some multi-layered 
environments of increasing complexity. Figures from 35 to 38 shows the test environments.  
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Figure 35: The scene testMap0 

 

 
Figure 36: The scene testMap1 
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Figure 37: The scene testMap2 

 

 
Figure 38: The scene testMap3 
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Figures from 39 to 42 show the effect in the number of resulting cells, applying different 
values of convexity relaxation.  

 
Figure 39: The evolution of the final number of cells according to different values of the convexity 

relaxation, on testMap0.  
 

 
Figure 40: The evolution of the final number of cells according to different values of the convexity 

relaxation, on testMap1.  
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Figure 41: The evolution of the final number of cells according to different values of the convexity 

relaxation, on testMap2. 
 

 

 
Figure 42: The evolution of the final number of cells according to different values of the convexity 

relaxation, on testMap3.  
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Figure 43 shows the time spend in order to solve each of the test scenarios.  

 
Figure 43: Time execution for every test scenario 

 
Notice that testMap2 has a time execution slightly higher than testMap3. This is because 

during the refinement process of each layer, we do a flooding step in high resolution in order to 
obtain the corresponding 2D representation into floor and obstacles. Hence, the cost of this step 
is proportional to the area of the real walkable area of the layer. 
 
8.3 ANavMG vs Recast 

Figure 44 compares the time execution of our proposed method, against Recast For the 
given example scenarios. As we can observe, our method takes considerably less time to 
compute the Navigation Mesh, and this difference seems to increase as the size and complexity 
of the environment increases.   
 

 
Figure 44: Time comparison between ANavMG and Recast 
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The next figure shows the main problem of Recast which is that it creates walkable 

regions where a character cannot access. This is due to Recast only takes into account if the 
geometry enclosed by a voxel is traversable by the character or not, but it does not takes into 
account any type of connectivity. Some of those regions can be discarded if they are small 
enough compared to the real walkable region, but in the contrary, they cannot be discarded and 
therefore, the resulting CPG has many unnecessary cells.  
 

 
Figure 45: Using Recast, is not possible to discard the upper-most layer, that it is not accessible by 

the character.  
 

Finally, if we compare figure 38 against 45 we can observe how our method offers a better 
adjustment to the contour of the obstacles, and hence, the description of the walkable space is 
more accurate in our case.  
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9 Conclusions and Future Work 

In this master thesis, we have presented a novel method that uses the GPU intensively, in 
order to automatically compute a NavMesh for a given 3D scene. This work has had three main 
stages. Firstly, we developed a GPU based version of the algorithm that we presented in [24]. 
During the first phase of this thesis we have also improved the concept of Convexity Relaxation 
that we presented in our previous work. The results show that it is a powerful tool in order to 
reduce the final number of nodes on the CPG and hence, the performance of searching a path 
between two given nodes is much faster. On the second phase of this thesis, we focused on the 
development of a GPU based system that, given a 3D complex scene representing a single floor, 
is able to extract the 2D polygonal information that is needed by the NavMesh generation step. 
Finally, we have extended the previous system to multi-layered environments.  
The results show that the GPU based version is more efficient and scalable than the CPU version 
method, but it is also more robust than the CPU version since it solves efficiently visibility issues 
that could lead to intersecting geometry. 

About the convexity relaxation, the results show that it is a powerful tool to reduce the 
final number of cells, especially when the scenario contains many rounded objects, and hence, 
the resulting CPG fits well with the requirements of an application that needs a real-time 
response.  

Compared to Recast, the results show that our system is faster, using the same resolution 
in both cases. In addition, ANavMG offers a better adjustment to the contour of the obstacles, 
and hence, our representation of the walkable space of the scene is more precise. Another 
problem that Recast suffers from is that it creates regions where the character cannot access, 
increasing unnecessarily the size of the final CPG. Moreover, the user must delete the regions 
that are not accessible, by manually tuning the parameters of the application. The criterion used 
for inaccessible region deletion is simply the size of the region, and it works only if the 
inaccessible regions are small enough compared to the real walkable area. We think that our 
criterion is more robust, as we first check which layers are connected to the region that the user 
has indicated as walkable, and we discard the rest. Hence, we do not create unnecessary regions 
and our CPG contains only the partition into near-convex cells of the walkable and accessible 
space.     

As future work, we would like to add support for dynamic events. Our current method 
only takes into account the static geometry, which is enough for most applications, as the 
collisions against dynamic obstacles such as other characters, is normally solved by applying a 
local movement algorithm. However, it is common in applications such as videogames to have 
worlds that are constantly changing (for example, an explosion that creates a crack on the floor; 
a tree that falls and blocks a path; a door that blocks or makes accessible a region of the scene, 
etc.). In those situations, the NavMesh needs to be modified on the fly. We would like to further 
improve our application to also handle such dynamic events in real time and modify the 
NavMesh in consequence.  

Finally, we would like also to add support for more character skills. A part from walking, a 
character can do more sophisticated actions such as jumping, crouching, climbing walls, etc. Such 
abilities allow the character to gain access to parts of the scene that he cannot reach by simply 
walking, and this information should be represented on the NavMesh.  
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9.1 Personal Conclusions 

Personally, although it has been a hard task, I have really enjoyed doing this master thesis, 
as I have had the chance to improve the work that I started during the development of my Final 
Degree Project. 

During the development of this master thesis, we have written a paper for the CEIG 2012 
conference, that has been accepted for publication. It is focused on the GPU version of the 
algorithm to generate the Navigation Mesh, and the GPU system to obtain the 2D polygon 
representation for a 3D scene, representing a single floor-plan. We are preparing a new article 
with the final version of our system.  
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